Tapas

Carmen J. Gassi

Inspired by the sights, sounds, and tastes experienced during the composer's visit to Barcelona and a walk down the streets of La Rambla.

Tapas - Spanish meaning "a wide variety of hot or cold snacks or appetizers".

Carmen Gassi is a graduate of the Faculty of Music at the University of Western Ontario in London, Canada. He holds an undergraduate degree in Theory and Composition studying composition and counterpoint with Peter Paul Koprowski and clarinet with Robert Riseling and a Masters degree in performance studying clarinet and advanced conducting with Jerome Summers. Mr. Gassi has arranged many works for concert band, orchestra and small ensembles. Mr. Gassi plays principal clarinet with Brampton Symphony orchestra and the Brampton Lyric Opera Orchestra. He currently teaches instrumental music at White Oaks Secondary School in Oakville Ontario Canada.
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